1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Some confined vehicle cabins, such as aircraft cabins, provide an easy way for pathogens to spread. The virus laden bio-aerosols like severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and H1N1-A influenza generated by infected occupants through coughing or sneezing can be transported throughout the cabin and infect other occupants, as reported by Wilder-Smith \[[@bib1]\] and Baker et al. \[[@bib2]\]. In residential buildings and other indoor environments, people are continuously exposed to different air pollutants. Aerosol particles are regarded as major pollutant sources, and they are closely related to such adverse health effects \[[@bib3]\]. Other pollutants, such as formaldehyde and volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) can increase the risk of chronic toxicity and even cancer due to prolonged and high-dose exposure \[[@bib4]\]. Therefore, it is important to study mechanisms involved in spreading of airborne contaminants, in order to prevent transmission and make a quick respond for chemical and biological attacks in enclosed environments as well.

For airborne contaminant transport, turbulent Schmidt number (*Sc* ~*t*~) which represents the ratio between turbulent kinematic viscosity and turbulent diffusion coefficient is a key parameter for contaminant concentration prediction in turbulent airflow. Previous researchers have investigated the effect of *Sc* ~*t*~ on predicted contaminant dispersion for different situations. *Sc* ~*t*~ values ranged from 0.6 to 0.9 in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for urban diffusion problems \[[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]\]. For jet flow simulations, *Sc* ~*t*~ values were suggested to be 0.2 for jet-in-cross flow \[[@bib8]\] and 0.9 for free round jet \[[@bib9]\]. Riddle et al. \[[@bib10]\] reported reducing the *Sc* ~*t*~ from its ''standard value of 0.7″ to 0.3 could improve the predicted ground level concentrations. From these studies, *Sc* ~*t*~ varies in value for different local flow properties, indicating its value should be performed based on the airflow structures. Shi et al. \[[@bib11]\] proposed a new dynamic turbulent Schmidt number model based on local velocity gradient and density gradient, while their study focused on *Sc* ~*t*~ in the boundary layer. Mokhtarzadeh-Dehghan et al. \[[@bib12]\] found *Sc* ~*t*~ should be associated with Richardson number in order to model the experimental spreading rates of heavier-than-air gases correctly in an atmospheric boundary layer. However, they didn\'t consider local flow properties based on the airflow structures.

For the aircraft cabin and built environment, some researchers have investigated performances of different CFD models for airborne contaminant transport. Zhao et al. \[[@bib13]\] and Zhang et al. \[[@bib14]\] evaluated different Eulerian and Lagrangian models in enclosed spaces. Wang et al. \[[@bib15]\] provided advanced turbulence models for predicting particle transport by integrating different numerical models. Zhao et al. \[[@bib16]\] proposed an improved drift flux model to predict particle dispersion. However, these CFD models performed relatively poorly for concentration simulation. Some experimental studies were also conducted in aircraft cabins. Wang et al. \[[@bib17]\] studied airborne contaminant transport using CO~2~ as a tracer gas inside an aircraft cabin. Sze To et al. \[[@bib18]\] studied dispersion of expiratory droplets with mixing ventilation inside an aircraft cabin mockup. Zhang et al. \[[@bib19]\] measured and predicted contaminant distributions in a cabin mockup. They used SF~6~ and mono-dispersed particles with diameter of 0.7 $\text{μm}$ to simulate airborne contaminants. Li et al. \[[@bib20]\] conducted an experiment for gaseous (SF~6~) and particulate (3 $\text{μm}$ particle) contaminant dispersion in an actual functional MD-82 aircraft cabin. They stated that in narrow cabin space, source location and thermal buoyancy had a significant effect on airborne contaminant distributions. These research made a great contribution to understanding of contaminant transport in enclosed spaces, however, they did not analyze effect of different airflow structures on the *Sc* ~*t*~ value. Airflow in enclosed spaces is a kind of interaction of different flow structures, such as vorticity and deformation; therefore, the *Sc* ~*t*~ value should not be a constant number, but be varying based on airflow structures.

The objective of this study is to modify *Sc* ~*t*~ numbers to quantify the relationship between turbulent kinematic viscosity and turbulent diffusion coefficient. An experiment for airborne contaminant dispersion is conducted in a well-controlled aircraft cabin mockup. Combining with experimental data in an office room from literature, we establish new equations of the *Sc* ~*t*~ value based on different vortex structures in airflow. The improved models are then validated by laboratory experiments. In addition, through airflow frequency analysis, the reason for inconsistent equations of *Sc* ~*t*~ for different environments is explored.

2. Methodology {#sec2}
==============

Two typical cases of enclosed space environment were selected for *Sc* ~*t*~ modification. As show in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a), the first case is in the seven-row aircraft cabin mockup \[[@bib21]\]. The cabin had 42 heated manikins with sensible heat production of 75 W for each. Air was supplied through two rows of diffusers on cabin shoulders and was exhausted at outlets located on side wall near the cabin floor, and the air change rate was 48 ACH. The second case is in the office with an under floor air distribution (UFAD) system \[[@bib22]\] as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b). The room had four heated human simulators. Air was supplied from two floor inlets and exhausted from a ceiling outlet, and the air change rate was 5.5 ACH (air change per hour). Since modification of *Sc* ~*t*~ is associated with vortex structure, a numerical model was used to identify vortex structure firstly. .Fig. 1Schematic of the seven-row aircraft cabin mockup (a) and office room (b).Fig. 1

2.1. Numerical procedure {#sec2.1}
------------------------

In this study, three different turbulence models: RNG k-ε model, RSM model, and SST k-$\text{ω}$ model were employed to calculate airflow distributions and compared with each other. The RNG k-ε model has been widely used for predicting indoor airflows with many successes \[[@bib23]\]. The RSM turbulence model is more complex and more accurate with turbulent velocity fluctuations, but it needs more computing resource \[[@bib24]\]. Martinho et al. \[[@bib25]\] reported the SST model typically gave better results for heat transfer between the heating body and thermal environment. The governing equation of all these turbulence models equations can be written in a general form:$$\frac{\partial\left( \rho\phi \right)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( {\rho\overset{\rightharpoonup}{u}\phi} \right) = \nabla \cdot \left( {\rho\Gamma_{\phi,eff}\nabla\phi} \right) + S_{\phi}\ \ \ $$where $\phi$ is flow variables (velocity, enthalpy, turbulence parameters and mass fraction), $\Gamma_{\phi,eff}$ is the effective diffusion coefficient, and $S_{\phi}$ is the source term. Details about coefficients $\Gamma_{\phi,eff}$ and $S_{\phi}$ for different variables $\phi$ can be found in the Ansys theory guide \[[@bib26]\].

Based on Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the species transport equation can be written as:$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}\left( {\rho C} \right) + \nabla \cdot \left( {\rho\overset{\rightharpoonup}{u}C} \right) = \nabla \cdot \left( {\rho\left( D + \frac{\nu_{t}}{Sc_{t}} \right)\nabla C} \right) + S\ $$where $C$ is local mass fraction, $\nu_{t}$ is turbulent kinematic viscosity, $D$ is the mass diffusion coefficient. Airflow distribution was solved by Eq. [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"} first, then it was frozen, and the concentration field was simulated by Eq. [(2)](#fd2){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Default $Sc_{t}$ is 0.7 in most numerical simulations. However, as mentioned in the introduction part, $Sc_{t}$ should be determined by considering the flow structures \[[@bib27]\]. The airflow field was simulated under steady state, and the gravity was considered. SIMPLE algorithm was applied to couple pressure and velocity, and standard and second-order were used for pressure discretization and all other variables. Residual was below 10^−6^ for energy and 10^−3^ for all other variables. Boussinesq approximation which is a common approach for indoor airflow simulations was employed to consider buoyancy effect. Standard wall treatment was applied to model near wall turbulence.

For the boundary conditions of the aircraft cabin, the inlet velocity direction was measured by ultrasonic anemometers (UAs), while the velocity magnitude was measured by hot-sphere anemometers (HSAs). Thermal boundaries of the walls and heating manikins were measured by an infrared camera. The measured data were assigned into the diffusers which had same effective areas as the real model through user-defined functions (UDFs). The pressure outlet boundary condition was applied on the exhausts, and the reference pressure value was set to 0 Pa. Tetra-mesh was used in this study, with total grid number of nine million, and the meshes closed to diffusers and manikins were refined. Details of boundary and mesh grid conditions for the office and aircraft cabin simulations can be found in Zhang et al. \[[@bib22]\] and Li et al. \[[@bib28]\] respectively.

In this study, the relationship between $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ was established based on vortex structure of airflow. Li et al. \[[@bib21]\] used the Okubo-Weiss parameter, Q introduced by Okubo and Weiss to identify the type of vortex structure in an aircraft cabin. The parameter, Q is differential of deformation and vorticity square and its expression is:$$Q = s_{n}^{2} + s_{s}^{2} - w^{2}$$where $\text{s}_{\text{n}}$ represents stretching deformation, $\text{s}_{\text{s}}$ represents shearing deformation, and $\text{w}$ represents vorticity as follows:$$s_{n} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial v}{\partial y}$$ $$s_{s} = \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$$ $$w = \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$$

The interval of Q is always divided into three parts by 0.2 $\text{δQ}$, where $\text{δQ}$ is standard deviation of $\text{Q}$ in the entire fluid domain. When Q \> 0.2 $\text{δQ}$, the region is dominated by deformation; when Q \< −0.2 $\text{δQ}$, the region is dominated by vorticity; and when −0.2 $\text{δQ}$ \< Q \< 0.2$\text{δQ}$, it is an ambient field. This standard was adopted to identify "deformation dominated region" and "vorticity dominated region" in the aircraft cabin and office room. $Sc_{t}$ and $\nu_{t}$ values in different regions were determined based on experimental data.

2.2. Validation of the numerical method {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------

For the study on contaminant transport, airflow fields should be predicted correctly. Experimental data from literature was used to validate the numerical model. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows comparison of experimental data from particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurement \[[@bib29]\] with simulated airflow patterns in CS4 of the aircraft cabin ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a)) by three turbulence models. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, decay of the simulated velocity is slower than the experiment due to underestimated turbulence kinetic energy \[[@bib30]\]. The predicted airflow fields from all turbulence models were similar and all captured the trend of PIV measured airflow. Jets from right and left diffusers merged in the middle, and the jet from the left side was a little stronger due to the asymmetry diffuser conditions in the cabin. In addition, velocity magnitudes were lower in top and side regions.Fig. 2Comparison of the simulated airflow patterns with the experimental data from Li et al. \[[@bib29]\].Fig. 2

However, remarkable differences exist if we look at the two sets of vectors at certain positions, especially in the middle where the jets from right and left merged. The inlet velocity direction was measured by UAs, whose probes could not be placed very close to the diffusers \[[@bib31]\]. This maybe resulted in some errors of measured velocity direction. The experimental data may unavoidably have some instrumental errors and thereby lead to some deviations in the center of the cabin where the velocity was very small (\<0.1 m/s).

[Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows comparison of predicted airflow velocities with experimental data \[[@bib22]\] at poles V1 to V3 for the office room ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b)) by different turbulence models. Poles V1 to V3 were in the vicinity of the selected cross section. From [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the simulated data by RNG k-ε model agrees best with the measured data. While the RSM model performs worst, which may be caused by its convergence problem in three-dimensional buoyant flow \[[@bib23]\]. The simulation agreed better with measured data at lower and top part of pole V1 and V2, but worse in the middle part of pole V1 and V2. For pole V3, predicted and experimental velocities were all lower in the middle part, but discrepancies were significant at its top and lower parts.Fig. 3Comparison of the predicted airflow velocities with the experimental data from Zhang et al. \[[@bib22]\].Fig. 3

RRMSE (relative root mean square error) was used to conduct quantitative comparison between different turbulence models:$${RRMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( C_{exp,i} - C_{sim,i} \right)^{2}}{n}}}/\overline{C_{exp}}$$where $C_{exp,i}\ and\ C_{sim,i}$ are experimental and simulated concentration at sampling point *i*. $\overline{C_{exp}}$ is average experimental concentration. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the RRMSE values for three turbulence models. For the aircraft cabin, the RNG k-ε model performs slightly better. Considering overall low velocities and complex turbulent flow in the cabin, the difference between these turbulence models is not observable. For the office room, performance of the RNG k-ε model is much better than other models. Overall, the RNG k-ε model performed the best in both spaces, and its predicted airflow fields were also acceptable. Taking the computing efforts into consideration, it was employed to modify the turbulent Schmidt number in this study.Table 1*RRMSE* for evaluating velocity predicted by three turbulence models.Table 1RNG *k-εRSMSST k-*$\text{ω}$Aircraft cabin0.380.440.39Office room0.460.700.53

2.3. Turbulent Schmidt number modification {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------

Goldman et al. \[[@bib32]\] investigated $Sc_{t}$ values for different working gases in an air pipe. In the pipe under steady condition, the concentration distribution can be expressed as Eq. [(3)](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} as follows:$$InC = In\frac{M}{4\pi X} - In\text{Γ}_{eff} - \frac{\overline{U}r^{2}}{4\text{Γ}_{eff}X}$$where *C* and $\overline{U}$ is concentration and average axial fluid velocity. *M* is source strength, and $\Gamma_{eff} = D + \frac{\nu_{t}}{Sc_{t}}$ is the effective diffusion coefficient. With a known *M*, through measuring concentration (C), velocity ($\overline{U}$) and coordinate (*X, r*) in the pipe, an effective diffusion coefficient ($\Gamma_{eff}$) can be calculated through Eq. [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $\nu_{t}$ in the pipe can be also calculated by empirical formulas \[[@bib33]\]. Accordingly, corresponding to one $\nu_{t}$ value, one $Sc_{t}$ value can be obtained. Goldman et al. \[[@bib32]\] used this method to study the relationship between $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ in the air pipe. They developed a fitting equation to express their relationship:$$Sc_{t} = 1 + \frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}}\left( {\frac{1}{\left( {Sc + 2.841} \right)} - 0.283} \right) \times e^{( - \frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}}{(0.015Sc + 0.00769)})}$$where $\nu_{L}$ and $Sc$ are laminar kinematic viscosity and laminar Schmidt number. They are dependent on air and released working gas property.

In enclosed space environment, the situation was much more complicated than that in the air pipe. $Sc_{t}$ cannot be calculated through analytic equations like Eq. [(8)](#fd8){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and no empirical formula can be used to calculate the $\nu_{t}$ value as well. However, CFD provided a useful tool to solve this problem. In the RNG k-ε model, $\nu_{t}$ values can be calculated as follow:$$\nu_{t} = C_{u} \cdot \frac{k^{2}}{\varepsilon}$$where $C_{u}$ is a constant number, $k$ is turbulence kinetic energy, and $\text{ε}$ is turbulence dissipation. Through repeated numerical trial calculation, $Sc_{t}$ values in different regions can also be obtained. Referring to Eq. [(9)](#fd9){ref-type="disp-formula"}, relationship between $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ can be expressed as a unified equation for a certain working gas:$$Sc_{t} = 1 + b \cdot \frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}} \cdot e^{({- c \cdot \frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}}})}$$where b and c are undetermined parameters. In the laminar layer, $\nu_{t}$ approaches zero, $Sc_{t}$ should approach unity, and mass diffusion coefficient controls the dispersion. In the turbulent core region, $\nu_{t}$ is high, $Sc_{t}$ approaches unity as well, and turbulent diffusion coefficient governs the dispersion. Unlike Goldman\'s study, only one pair of working gases (air - SF~6~) was used in our study, and b and c were constant. Therefore, it needed two sets of $Sc_{t}$ and $\nu_{t}$ data to determine these two parameters.

### 2.3.1. Source setting {#sec2.3.1}

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the predicted Q value in section CS4 of the aircraft cabin ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a)). Blue regions are dominated by vorticity, red regions in the figure are dominated by deformation, and green regions are ambient fields. The Q value was higher in the vicinity of diffusers and at the aisle where two air jets from diffusers merged. While, the Q value was lower in the sides of the cabin due to two large flow re-circulations on each side. Two regions \<D\> and \<M\> with different vortex structures ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) were selected to reveal the relationship between $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ in the aircraft cabin. In region \<M\>, source M was elected in the middle of the aisle dominated by deformation. Contaminant released from source M was transported downward by airflow and directly exhausted from the cabin. In region \<D\>, source D was at the breathing level of a passenger dominated by vorticity. Contaminant released from source D could travels repeatedly in region \<D\> and was locked up by eddy airflow. Mixed tracer gas (1% sulfur hexafluoride-SF~6~, 99% N~2~ balance) was released from a rubber bulb recommended by Li et al. \[[@bib20]\]. Diameter of the rubber bulb was 5 cm, and 200 holes with diameter of 2 mm were distributed on the bulb surface to make an almost zero momentum release. Volume flow rate of the mixed tracer gas released from each source was set to 1 L/min and was controlled through two gas rotameters with relative errors of 4% ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Schematic of the experiment system and predicted vortex structure in section CS4 of the aircraft cabin.Fig. 4

[Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the predicted Q value in the cross section of the office room ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b)). The Q value was higher near the middle of the floor, and lower in the vicinity of manikins. Two regions with different vortex structures ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) were selected. Source 2 was in the vorticity dominated region of the cross section (*X* = 3.6 m), and Source 1 was in the deformation dominated region of the cross section (*X* = 3.28). Particles with mean diameter of 0.7 $\text{μm}$ were used in their study. Murakami \[[@bib34]\] and Li et al. \[[@bib20]\] reported particles smaller than 3 $\text{μm}$ have the similar concentration distribution as tracer gas in the room and aircraft cabin respectively. Therefore, concentration distributions for 0.7 $\text{μm}$ particles could be used as a surrogate for that of SF~6~.Fig. 5Predicted vortex structure in the cross section of the office room with an UFAD system.Fig. 5

### 2.3.2. Sampling setting {#sec2.3.2}

Concentration distributions with each source working in the aircraft cabin were analyzed with a photo-acoustic multi-gas analyzer (INNOVA 1412, LumaSense Technologies) whose lower detection limit is 0.06 ppm for SF~6~. Twelve sampling points including sampling points in region \<D\> and \<M\> were employed to cover CS3, CS4, and CS5 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (a)), totally 36 sampling points. Sampling time of each point was set to be 3*τ* (*τ* is the time constant which is the volume of the cabin divided by the ventilation rate, and it is 80 s in this study). This is because, under the hypotheses of well mixed, air in a cabin can be exchanged fully after 3*τ* \[[@bib35]\], and concentration volatility and uncertainty can be captured in this period. Accordingly, for each sampling point, measured data in 240 s were used to determine its averaged concentration and confidence interval.

For the office room, a particle counter (PC-2H QCM impactor, California Measurements Inc.) was used to measure particle concentration in six locations (poles P1 to P6) as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (b) at five different heights, totally 30 sampling points. Sampling 2 in the vorticity dominated region of the cross section (*X* = 3.6 m) was elected to be paired with Source 2 ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In Zhang\'s study \[[@bib22]\], no sampling point was set in the deformation dominated region of the cross section (*X* = 3.28) closed to Source 1; therefore, Sampling 1 on streamlines from the region was elected to match with Source 1.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Improved model solution {#sec3.1}
----------------------------

For the aircraft cabin, the averaged $\nu_{t}$ value was about 0.00040 m^2^/s in region \<D\>, and 0.00073 m^2^/s in region \<M\>. Through adjusting $Sc_{t}$ in numerical simulation and comparing predicted data with experimental data in the region, $Sc_{t}$ in each region was got by repeated trial calculations. Taking region \<M\> for example, the repeated trial calculation started from $Sc_{t}$ = 0.7, and the $Sc_{t}$ value with the smallest relative root mean square error (*RRMSE*, Eq. [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}) between predicted and experimental data in region \<M\> was 0.4, as illustrated in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} . Similarly, the $Sc_{t}$ value for the region \<D\> was 0.05.Fig. 6Relative root mean square errors for region \<M\> in the aircraft cabin with different *Sc*~*t*~ values.Fig. 6

By inputting $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ of these two regions \<D\> and \<M\> into Eq. [(7)](#fd7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, b is 0.12, and c is 0.043. Therefore, the relationship between $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ in the aircraft cabin can be expressed as:$$Sc_{t} = 1 - 0.1153\frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}} \cdot e^{- 0.04308\frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}}}$$

For the office room, through the similar method, averaging $\nu_{t}$ values in the two regions were calculated by Eq. [(10)](#fd10){ref-type="disp-formula"} based on the RNG k-ε model; and the $Sc_{t}$ value in each region was got by repeated trial calculation as well. The relationship between $\nu_{t}$ and $Sc_{t}$ in the office room can be expressed as:$$Sc_{t} = 1 + 0.087\frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}} \cdot e^{- 0.0098\frac{\nu_{t}}{\nu_{L}}}$$

Implementing Eq. [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"} and Eq. [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"} through user defined functions (UDFs), the numerical model could be used to simulate contaminant distributions in the cabin mockup and office room.

3.2. Comparison of the improved models with the existing solution {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

To test effectiveness of the improved *Sc* ~*t*~ model in different enclosed spaces, comparison of improved model with existing solution (*Sc* ~*t*~ = 0.7) was conducted. It should be noted that the data employed to develop the model were not used to validate the model. For the aircraft cabin, the data in the region \<D\> and \<M\> ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) were used to improve the model, while all the data in CS3, CS4 and CS5 were used to validate the model. For the office room, the data in the two regions were used to develop the model, while all the data in poles P1-P5 were used to validate the model. Normalized concentrations for Source D from the simulation and experiment in CS3, CS4 and CS5 were plotted against each other in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} . The solid line represents perfect agreement, the dotted lines represent the region with errors ranging from −50% to 50%, and the error bars presented 95% confidence intervals. *RRMSE* and another index, correlation coefficient (*r*) were employed to quantify concentration data comparison. The correlation coefficient (*r*) \[[@bib36]\] is defined as follows:$$r = \frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( C_{exp,i} - \overline{C_{exp}} \right)\left( C_{sim,i} - \overline{C_{sim}} \right)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( C_{exp,i} - \overline{C_{exp}} \right)^{2} \cdot \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\left( C_{sim,i} - \overline{C_{sim}} \right)^{2}}}$$where $C_{exp,i}\ and\ C_{sim,i}$ are experimental and simulated concentration at sampling point *i*. $\overline{C_{exp}}\ and\ \overline{C_{sim}}$ are averaging concentration of experiment and simulation. The correlation coefficient (r) describes the linear correlation of the experimental and predicted data. It ranges from −1 to 1, with −1 meaning strong negative relationship, 0 meaning no relationship and 1 meaning strong positive relationship. As shown in [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} , for the aircraft cabin, the simulated result using the modified *Sc* ~*t*~ model was obviously better than that using the default *Sc* ~*t*~, and it has a lower relative root mean square error and higher correlation coefficient.Fig. 7Comparison of the experimental data with predicted SF~6~ concentrations by: (a) default *Sc*~*t*~ (0.7), (b) modified *Sc*~*t*~ (Eq. [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in the aircraft cabin.Fig. 7Table 2*RRMSE* and *r* with default and modified *Sc*~*t*~.Table 2Solution*RRSME*$r$Aircraft cabinModel with default *Sc*~*t*~1.130.32Model with modified *Sc*~*t*~0.820.65Office roomModel with default *Sc*~*t*~1.200.74Model with modified *Sc*~*t*~0.920.73

For the office room with an UFAD system, normalized concentrations from the simulation and experiment in poles P1-P5 were also plotted against each other in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} . As shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, more points from the improved *Sc* ~*t*~ model fall in the region with errors ranging from −50% to 50% and are closed to the solid line represents perfect agreement. This also can be confirmed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, in which *RRSME* is reduced from 1.20 to 0.92. However, the correlation coefficient does not have improvement; and it is almost identical for default *Sc* ~*t*~ and modified *Sc* ~*t*~. This may be due to the fact that the correlation coefficient was already high relatively, and it was difficult to be improved further.Fig. 8Comparison of the experimental data with simulated concentrations by: (a) default *Sc*~*t*~ (0.7), (b) modified *Sc*~*t*~ (Eq. [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in the office room.Fig. 8

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this study, relationship between *Sc* ~*t*~ and $\nu_{t}$ for different vortex structures was revealed. When comparing [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} with [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, it is found that the RRMSE of predicted velocity is smaller than that of concentration. This is because the species transport equation is solved based on momentum equations, and a little discrepancy for the simulated velocity fields will lead to large discrepancy for the predicted concentration distributions. Therefore, discrepancy for the simulated velocity fields may result in lack of improvement of the proposed procedure. Additionally, because pipe flow and air cabin flow significantly differed, application of the equation deduced from pipe flow may also result in some limited improvement. However the modified *Sc* ~*t*~ model was still better than that using the default *Sc* ~*t*~, because the modified *Sc* ~*t*~ can compensate underestimation of turbulent diffusion in the RNG k-ε model to some extent.

For other turbulence models, because predicted $\nu_{t}$ may be different with that from the RNG k-ε model, the *Sc* ~*t*~ expression function may have different parameters and need further investigation. Bazdidi-Tehrani et al. \[[@bib37]\] proposed various non-linear eddy viscosity turbulence models and reported the traditional k-ε model using the Boussinesq\'s isotropic linear eddy-viscosity concept could overproduce turbulence kinetic energy at impingement zone and failed to predict complex flow structures around buildings. However, their study focused on flow and concentration fields on and around an isolated cubical building within the neutral turbulent boundary layer. Different with the turbulent core region in enclosed spaces, it is well known that, in the boundary layer, the turbulence is assumed to be anisotropic. In addition, some turbulence models, such as the v2-f model \[[@bib38]\], were also proposed to predict anisotropic turbulence near the wall and solve overestimated turbulence fluctuation perpendicular to the wall.

[Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} illustrated the modified *Sc* ~*t*~ equations and ranges of $\text{ν}_{\text{t}}$ values for the selected different vortex structures in the aircraft cabin and office room. In these two spaces, most of the $\text{ν}_{\text{t}}$ values fall within these ranges, but are not limited to these ranges. Because the equations of the modified *Sc* ~*t*~ are nonnegative and have specific physical meaning mentioned above, their effective ranges can cover all of the $\text{ν}_{\text{t}}$ values in these two spaces. As shown in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, equations of the modified *Sc* ~*t*~ are observably different for the aircraft cabin (Eq. [(12)](#fd12){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and office room (Eq. [(13)](#fd13){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We thought this may be caused by different airflow vibration frequencies. According to Prandtl\'s theory, vibration frequency is $\overline{u'}/l$, where $\overline{u'}$ is mean fluctuation velocity, and *l*, per Shu\'s suggestion \[[@bib39]\], should be the Kolmogorov scale as follows:$$l = \left( \frac{\nu^{3}}{\varepsilon} \right)^{\frac{1}{4}}$$where $\nu$ is kinetic viscosity, $\text{ε}$ is turbulence eddy dissipation. As it is well expected that $\text{ε}$ and $\overline{u'}$ is the highest at air inlet, where the vibration frequency should be also highest there, we use $\overline{u'}\ and\ \varepsilon$ at the inlet boundary to calculate vibration frequency. The inlet dissipation $\text{ε}$ can be estimated as \[[@bib26]\]:$$\varepsilon = c_{\mu}^{\frac{3}{4}}\frac{k^{\frac{3}{2}}}{l^{'}}$$ $$k = \frac{3}{2}\left( \overline{u}I \right)^{2}$$where $\overline{u}$ is mean velocity, *k* is turbulence kinetic energy, *I* is turbulence intensity, $l^{'}$ is the turbulence length scale (m), equals to 0.07 *d*, *d* is the hydraulic diameter of the inlet plane and $c_{\mu} \approx 0.09$. For the aircraft cabin, mean velocity of its inlets is 1.87 m/s \[[@bib28]\], and turbulence intensity is 40% \[[@bib40]\]. For the room, mean velocity of its inlets is 0.76 m/s, and turbulence intensity is 10--15% \[[@bib22]\]. Accordingly, vibration frequency of airflow in the aircraft cabin is 12678 Hz, while it is 92 Hz in the office room with an UFAD system. The remarkable difference of airflow frequency between the aircraft cabin and office room may lead to different modified *Sc* ~*t*~ expression functions. Higher frequency may result in stronger diffusion ability corresponding to a lower *Sc* ~*t*~ value, and the relationship between airflow vibration frequency and Schmidt number need further research. Nevertheless, the proposed modification method expressing *Sc* ~*t*~ values as a function of $\nu_{t}$ associated with vortex structures can improve contaminant concentration prediction in turbulent flow. For other researchers in the field, if the enclosed spaces which they investigated have similar airflow structures and frequencies with ours, they can refer to our new Schmidt number; otherwise they can still use our method to modify the turbulent Schmidt number for their research.Fig. 9Turbulent Schmidt numbers for different enclosed spaces.Fig. 9

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

In this paper, a method to modify *Sc* ~*t*~ as a function of turbulent kinematic viscosity based on airflow vortex structures was introduced to better simulate dispersion of airborne contaminant in two typical enclosed spaces: an aircraft cabin and an office room. This study was focused on gaseous pollutants, which are common in indoor environments. Three turbulence models were evaluated. The RNG k-ε model performed the best and was employed to modify *Sc* ~*t*~. During the modification, different airflow vortex structures including deformation and vorticity were taken into consideration. Comparing with the experimental data, performance of the RNG k-ε model using modified *Sc* ~*t*~ was found to be better than that using default *Sc* ~*t*~ value in both the two enclosed spaces. For the aircraft cabin environment, the improved model reduced the relative root mean square error from 1.13 to 0.82, and increased the correlation coefficient from 0.32 to 0.65. For the office room with an UFAD system, the improved model reduced the relative root mean square error from 1.20 to 0.92, but no observable increase was found in correlation coefficient. The application of proposed modified method for different turbulence models and environments with different airflow vibration frequencies needs further research.

Nomenclature {#appsec1}
============

*Sc*~*t*~Turbulent Schmidt number$Sc$Laminar Schmidt number$C$Concentration$D$Mass diffusion coefficient (m^2^/s)$\overline{U}$Fluid velocity (m/s)$\overline{u}$Mean velocity (m/s)*I*Turbulence intensity*Q*Differential of deformation and vorticity square*M*Source strength*S*Source term$\overline{u'}$Mean fluctuation velocity (m/s)*l*Kolmogorov scale (m)$l^{'}$Turbulence length scale (m)*d*Hydraulic diameter (m)UFADUnder Floor Air DistributionACHAir Change per HourRANSReynolds-Averaged Navier-StokesRNGRenormalization GroupHSAHot-Sphere AnemometersUAsUltrasonic AnemometersUDFsUser Defined FunctionsGCIGrid Convergence Index*RRMSE*Relative Root Mean Square ErrorPIVParticle Image Velocimetry

Greek symbols$\phi$Flow variables$\Gamma_{eff}$Effective diffusion coefficient (m^2^/s)$\nu_{t}$Turbulent kinematic viscosity (m^2^/s)$\nu_{L}$Laminar kinematic viscosity (m^2^/s)$\text{ε}$Turbulence dissipation (m^2^/s^3^)*τ*Time constant (s)$k$Turbulence kinetic energy (m^2^/s^2^)*r*Correlation coefficient
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